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All cartridges are original kodak cartridges loaded manually with 10mt of 

virgin film ready to be used in any super8 camera. The price refers to the 

single cartridge containing 10 meters of film (we load 10 meters instead of 

the usual 15 meters because the smaller quantity makes the manual loading of 

the cartridges more reliable). At the standard speed of 18 fps, 10 meters of 

film is equivalent to about 2 minutes of footage. For cartridges loaded with 

15 meters of film, please request a special quote. All cartridges are not 

closed with glue but with pieces of scotch tape that guarantee the tightness closed with glue but with pieces of scotch tape that guarantee the tightness 

of light but at the same time make them easy to open at the time of develop-

ment in the darkroom. Never open the cartridge in the light. Cartridges are 

completely reusable after the development of the film; €  2 will be reim-

bursed for each cartridge at the time of return,.

FOMAPAN R 100 is a panchromatically sensitized black and white 

reversal film of the speed ISO 100/21° DIN. It is  distinguished 

by very fine grain, high resolving power and contour sharpness, 

and higher contrast. It can be processed only in reversal 

process, producing positive images (transparencies) that can be 

projected, never in standard negative process, due to its par-

ticular anti-halo layer composition.

• FOMAPAN R-100                               € 15,00

Black-and-White Reversal Film - ASA 100/21° DIN

Super8 cartridge with 10 mt. of film ready for the camera

ORWO Universal Negative Film UN 54 is a panchromatic medium 

speed black-and-white negative camera film for both outdoor and 

indoor usage. It can be processed  both as black-and-white 

negative and black and white reversal film and be used to 

produce direct positives (According to the ORWO Instruction 

4185).

• ORWO UN-54                                  € 19,00

Black-and-white film

ASA 100 in negative process, ASA 125 in reversal process

Super8 cartridge with 10 mt. of film ready for the camera

SUPER8 FILM CARTS
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• ORWO UN54 with reversal process              € 32,00
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• ORWO UN54 with negative process              € 27,00

• FOMAPAN R-100 with reversal process           € 27,00

SUPER8 FILMS with PROCESS INCLUDED

€ 21,00than the nominal film sensitivity)
(up to 3 stops more or less 

•PUSH or PULL PROCESS for 10 mt. of super8 

€ 15,00
• REVERSAL PROCESS for 10 mt. of super8 

€ 9,00not for FOMAPAN R-100) 

(only for the films that allow it, 

• NEGATIVE DEVELOPMENT for 10 mt. of super8 

We can develop your films both as positives (reversal) and as negatives. The 

film is manually developed in tanks so that a minimum quantity of film is not 

required to make a development order. The film will be returned with head and 

tail in reels of 15, 60 or 90 mt. depending on the order quantity. Special 

discounts are applied to films purchased by us including development.

FILM PROCESSING
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Special discounts apply for films sold and processed by us. 

Please request a quote.
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€ 0,50 /meter(more than 120 meters of film) 

•SPECIAL PRICE 
HD digital transfer for homemovies archives 

€ 2,00 /meter• UltraHD DIGITAL TRANSFER (3840x2160) 

€ 1,00 /meter• HD DIGITAL TRANSFER (1920x1080)

PRICES

We offer a telecine service to transfer your processed films to digital via 

our frame-by-frame film scanning system both in HD format (1920x1080) and 

UltraHD format (3840x2160).Our usual HD or UHD output format is mov files in 

PRO RES 4:4:4 codec. One 15 meters roll yields approximately 2.5 to 3 gig of 

data in HD and 10 to 12 gig of data in UHD . Our preferred method for deliv-

ering the data is to upload it to our google drive. You will receive a link 

by email to the file or folder. If you click on the file image you will imme-

diately see a preview version of the film. This is a highly compressed file 

that google drive formats. But if you click download you will then be down-

loading the full pro res file. Given the size of the files, it is not 

possible for us to provide ongoing storage of your films! The data will need 

to be taken down within about a week. So please download the file or files as 

soon as possible so as not get caught out. If you can't download it promptly, 

do let us know. High Definiton is natively a 16:9 aspect ratio format - ie., 

it is natively in widescreen. Super 8, however, is natively a 4:3 aspect 

ratio format (a squarer shape) . As such, on transfer to 16:9 HD the 4:3 

super 8 images has black bars at the sides. Given the huge number of pixles 

in an HD image, there is no problem in you digitally zooming in on a 16:9 

area of the super 8 image if you want the super 8 image to go all the way to 

the edges. With our transfer, it is still a good idea to tell us what speed 

you shot your super 8 film at. This won't imply the addition of duplicate 

frames by us as happens with an SD transfer. Instead, if you shot at 18 fps frames by us as happens with an SD transfer. Instead, if you shot at 18 fps 

in your super 8 camera, then the file you receive is coded as an 18 frames 

per second HD file. If you then put this into an HD time line that is running 

at 25 fps for example, then when you export the finished project from your 

computer, the 18 fps super 8 footage will have additional frames added then. 

If you don't tell us the camera speed, we will assume a speed of 18 fps. If 

this is wrong, you can change this on your computer.

TELECINE


